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Tourism in the South West

• 22.7 million staying visitors p/a

• 96 million day visitors p/a

• Economic contribution; approx. £9 
billion visitor spend contributing to an 
overall £13 billion business turnover 

• 262,000 Jobs (22% in Cornwall / 6% 
Wiltshire)

• 68% travel by car/van

• 10% staying visitors are from 
overseas remaining 90% from UK

• 20% of community survey 
respondents feel their area receives 
more visitors than it can cope with
(22% historic cities / 31% coastal 
locations)

Source; Value of Tourism 2007
Day Visitor Origin – 74% from 

within the South West

Domestic Staying Visitor Origin –

33% from within the South West



When are they visiting and 

for how long?  

UKTS Data demonstrates that the majority of visitors to the SW in 2008 were 
during the July-September quarter. Average length of stay 3.9 nights domestic 

(£47.93 per night) and 8.6 nights overseas (£43.30 per night).

15%

30%

39%

16%
January - March 2008

April - June 2008

July - September 2008 

October - December 2008



REASONS FOR VISITING

When considering a holiday in GB, the quality of the natural environment, 

overall welcome and friendliness and unspoilt countryside are the most 

important factors to South West visitors.

South West Visitor Survey 2006

From a list of fifteen attributes the countryside was rated as the most 

attractive feature for both visitors and residents of the South West alike.

Apart from the countryside; walking, cycling and outdoor activities were

perceived by the largest proportion of respondents to be an attraction for

visitors to the region. Approximately two thirds of residents also took part in 

the outdoor activities on offer.

Community Attitudes Survey 2006



Defining Sustainable 

Tourism

• Sustainable Development 

of Tourism?

• Interaction between 

„needs‟

• Often misrepresented

• Economic imbalance

• Akin to 1968 „Tragedy of 

the Commons‟

Environment Community

Industry

Visitor



Balancing Act – VICE

• „Towards 2015‟ 

• Deliver truly 

sustainable 

tourism

• Key strategic 

aim

• VICE Principle

Visitor

Industry

Community

Environment

Sustainable 

Tourism



A planet under change

A warming 

planet

Ocean 

Acidification



UK Climate Projections 2009 

Tourism Climatic Index



UKCP09 -Threshold Detector

The occurrence for heavy rain could be 4.5 

times more likely to happen in January, 3.3 

times more likely in February and 1.8 times 

in November.

Heatwave incidents affecting the month 

of July could be as high as 1.7 each 

year.



A planet under pressure

A growing 

population

…Requiring 

More Each Year



…Running out 

of resources…

IEA predict 7% gap 

between supply and 

demand by 2015

…with the 

world‟s 

species taking 

the strain



Utility Cost Graph

Industry under Pressure



Recognition of Limits?

‘Meeting the needs 

of the visitor, 

industry and 

community within 

environmental and 

social limits’

Environment

Community

Industry

Visitor

Steady State Tourism – encourages qualitative development but 

not aggregate quantitative growth that unsustainably 

reduces natural capital (Hall, C.M. 2009)



Sustainable Tourism in 

the SW of England

• Recognition that the environmental and 

social consequences of tourism can no 

longer be ignored

• Aim - to make sustainability integral to the 

functions & structures of Tourism

• Coordination

• Leading on relevant interventions

• Monitoring and measurement





Integrating sustainability within existing activities     

businesses participate in…

Using case studies to inspire others to follow…





Although appliances in the home 

have become more efficient, the 

overall consumption has 

continued to increase because 

of simply having more 

appliances.  Energy Saving Trust

How valuable are more tourists 

(which doesn’t always mean 

more money) if it degrades your 

asset, doesn’t stay in the local 

economy and doesn’t support or 

improve local communities?



• Visitor Awareness Campaign –

2005-08

– Operated by partner with 3 

themes:

• Local purchasing

• Car-free tourism

• Green accreditation

– Mainly operated by providing 

resources for those already 

communicating

Engaging Visitors – Future 

Footprints



Visitor Demand is Passive 

rather than Active

4% 22% 41%32%

Active to Passive

"I‟d actively look for a business with this award when choosing somewhere to stay or visit"

"I‟d not actively look for such a business, but if I came across one would choose it over a 

similar business without an award"

”I‟d be happy to visit a business with this award but I would not go out of my way to find one" 

“It would make no difference to me whether a business had this award or not”

South West Visitor Survey 2009

Therefore need to focus more on the passive audience than active

Attitude towards tourism businesses with „green‟ certification:



Holiday



Going Forward..

• Embedding is increasingly important

• Requires fewer resources

• Avoids only those attracted to environmental/ social motivations

• Progress has been disappointing – need for legislation

• Participation and action does not automatically cause a net reduction 

in impact

• Gains in efficiency can be wiped out by increased services/ facilities/ numbers 

• Need to be strategic in prioritising interventions

• Where is the most impact? 

• Where are the greatest opportunities for achieving change?

• What kind of tourism and tourist do we want?



Changing Consciousness

• Mainstreaming of the issue –
“climate consciousness”

• Davos Declaration 2007 – a call 
to the industry

• Stern Review & Costs

• Climate Change Act 2008 -
world's first legally binding 
framework with targets

• Carbon Reduction Commitment & 
UK Low Carbon Transition Plan

• National Government Indicators 
185, 186 & 188

• South West the UK‟s first Low 
Carbon Economic Area - (July 
2009)

• Government strategies and SW 
RDA Zero Carbon Portfolio





Tourism Footprint Tool

– Consistent yet flexible

– Measures impact of tourists rather than the industry

– Uses national and local data

– Comparability for the SW

– Full supply chain, direct and indirect

– Scenario planning function

– Destination level tool

– Footprint data for:

• Greenhouse Gas Footprint includes emissions from Carbon 

Dioxide, Methane, Nitrous Oxide, HFC, PF (CO2e)

• Carbon Footprint

• Ecological Footprint

• Waste & Water



• July 2008 - Drafted an initial specification

• July 2008 – Ran two workshops to clarify the spec and to 
get feedback on the scope, development/structure and 
interface design

• Aug - Dec 2008 – Developed footprint conversion 
factors, identified and collected tourist activity data for 
the whole region and built the tool

• Jan –June 2009 – Completed the tool, generated initial 
results, started testing, distributed and provided user 
training and guidance across the SW

History of REAP Tourism



REAP Tourism

This is a tool to help:

• Measure the impact of visitor behaviour in a consistent 
fashion 

• Identify areas of visitor behaviour with a high 
environmental impact 

• Demonstrate the impact of attracting different types of 
visitor or promoting different visitor behaviour

• Help us understand the impact of tourism in the context 
of our lifestyles as a whole

Visit: http://resource-accounting.org.uk/reap-tourism

http://resource-accounting.org.uk/reap-tourism
http://resource-accounting.org.uk/reap-tourism
http://resource-accounting.org.uk/reap-tourism
http://resource-accounting.org.uk/reap-tourism
http://resource-accounting.org.uk/reap-tourism


Tourism Footprint Tool



• Accommodation

• Travel

• Food

• Shopping

• Activities

• Attractions 

• Events

• Services

REAP Tourism Spending Categories



Understanding Impact

Total Carbon Emissions of visitors to counties in the South West
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The „average resident 

footprint‟ is for context, 

it is not a residents 

„tourist‟ footprint



2020 34% cut

2050 80% cut

Breakdown of impact and targets



Overseas & Domestic Breakdown

The „average SW 

resident footprint‟ is 

34kg, average staying 

visitor is 41kg



Destination Application

Bristol - Total Visitor Carbon 

Footprint (tonnes of CO2)
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Cornwall: GHG V’s Carbon

44,8 43,3

16,43
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GHG Footprint does show a 

more complete impact.



Greenhouse Gas Visitor Footprint Per day 

(Source: REAP Tourism 2006)
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Initial results – Per visitor day

Further detail can be 

seen by breaking the 

staying visitors down 

into Domestic & 

Overseas

Overseas visitor (10% of 

total visitors) impact is 

disproportionately high 

(often higher or similar to 

the remaining 90% visitor 

impact)

SW resident is 

16.7 Kg CO2e for 

context



Travel per visitor day

Key Findings:

For staying visitors 

travel to & from the 

destination should 

be the focus to 

reduce impact.

Car 7.72 & Int‟l 

plane 10.22 need 

attention (although 

plane accounts for 

approx 10% 

visitors) 

Day visitors 5.43 

car, can we work to 

reduce this impact.



What are the key 

business drivers for 

change?

Exceeding consumer 

expectations

Controlling costs

Complying with 

legislation 

Motivated staff

Supportive community

How do these big global 

issues affect these?

Desire for an unspoilt environment

Concern & expectations from consumers

Purchasing policies of organisations

Greater competition for resources increases 

utility & food bills

Risk of disrupted supply (e.g. electricity)

Government targets lead to new laws, 

legislation & incentives

Staff desire to be part of responsible 

organisations & reflect personal concerns

Increased expectations on tourism to 

contribute positively to the community



Other drivers of change….

• Mitigation Policy

• Legislation & taxation

• Societal change

• Reputation

• Visitor demand

• Resource pressures

• New technology

• Energy prices and peak oil (7% gap between 
supply and demand by 2015, IEA)

• Credit crunch 

• Others.....

Need to „future proof‟……..



Understanding our Visitors

• Profile 1 – Money to burn

– Hotel for 2 days, flies from Scotland, hires a car, eat out at 

Restaurants for lunch and dinner, first day shopping and buys local 

jewellery, art work and clothing, second day took part in water sports

• Profile 2 – Cheap trip

– Holiday village for 4 days, travels by car from Wales, eats out once 

during the visit in a café, all other food is bought and cooked, buys 

gifts and some treats, takes part in boating activities, visits art galleries 

• Profile 3 – Green Dream

– Camps for 5 days, travels from London by train. Takes bicycle for tour 

of Devon, Eats out for most meals, limited purchases, visits an 

attraction every other day and ends the trip at a festival



Here are the different 

footprints of the 3 profiles. 

We need a conscious 

understanding of the 

growth we want!?



Bournemouth Air Show: Carbon Footprint Per Visitor Day

Source: REAP Tourism 2006
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Total Visitor Emissions 

estimated at

15,120 tonnes CO2

Air Display, between 

194 and 217 tonnes 

of CO2, only 1.4% of 

estimated visitor 

emissions



Some Considerations..

• Longer (fewer) trips – „prosperity without growth‟

• Move away from overseas marketing (value is not 

arguably higher)

• Transport - reduce number and length of car journeys 

and increase use of public transport

• Incentivise better practice and uptake of renewable 

technologies

• Decrease resource and energy consumption e.g. More 

efficient and lower impact industry (stays, breaks and 

activities)

• Increase use of local services, food and drink – supply 

chain issues & „plugging our leaks‟ (each £ goes further)

• Protecting our assets & addressing community impacts



Mechanisms to Achieve

• Research & Science to Practice

• Technological improvements

• Environmental Management

• Social & Behavioural Change

• Economic Measures 

• Policy & Legislation

• Initiatives

• Managerial Approaches



From Rhetoric, to Reality & Resilience

• Baseline footprint and scenario planning
– Valuable tool for decision makers (local to global, short to long term) 

– Move towards a low carbon economy and tourism‟s role

– Creation and understanding of a range of tourism policy scenarios

– Regional strategy, destination planning, investments, events etc.

• Focus efforts and funding/investment (biggest impacts)

• Tourism responsibility and „duty of care‟

• Management as well as Marketing (Businesses & 
Destinations)

• Need strong leadership and Innovation
– From „bolt on‟ to „integrated‟, from „marginal‟ to „mainstream‟

– Action beyond the words

– Prevent „polarisation‟ and promote „eco-nomic‟ development, 
develop new balanced measures of success (beyond GDP 
fetishism!?)



New Measures of Success?

GHG Kg CO2e Per £ spent using 'totals'

Source: VoT 2008 / REAP Tourism 2006
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Use the results to inform decision making but also to help redefine what 

„success‟ should look like, new measures e.g. Carbon/GHG cost per £



In the past………….now

• Saving up for years 

• Flights expensive

• Exotic destinations

• Pre 9/11, Tsunami,

Foot and mouth

• Travel agents

• Sun, sea and sand

• Cheaper flights

• Accessible destinations

• Internet/information

• Active ageing population 

• Security & health fears

• More frequent but shorter 

holidays

• Credit Crunch / £ Value

• Carbon trading



Changing Times – Changing Business

“Tourism is not a static 
industry, if it is to 

continue to exist in a 
locality, it must 

constantly change, 
evolve and develop”

Page & Connel, 2005



Thank you

Emma Whittlesea

Sustainability Strategist

South West Tourism

ewhittlesea@swtourism.org.uk

00 44 1392 229331

00 44 7779 021129

mailto:ewhittlesea@swtourism.org.uk

